Starting with the acceleration-dependent Lagrangian to order c-4 for two charged bodies (with e , / t n , = e2/tn2) in electromagnetic theory, we show how to correctly convert the accelerationdependent terms in this Lagrangian into velocity-and coordinate-dependent terms by a procedure that we call the tt~etllod o f the rlorihle zero. From the resulting velocity-dependent Lagrangian we easily find the corresponding Hamiltonian and corresponding Hamiltonian and Lagrangian in center-of-mass coordinates. We also give the Ostrogradsky Hamiltonian.
I. Introduction
The acceleration-dependent post-post Newtonian (i.e., to order c -~) Lagrangian for n bodies with equal masses and charges was first given by Golubenkov and Smorodinskii (1) with, however, some serious sign misprints. Then, for the two-body identicle particle result, they used the lowest-order equations of motion in the Lagrangian to eliminate the acceleration terms which are all of order c -~. Landau and Lifshitz (2) also give (without misprints) this two-body result. However, using the equations of motion in the Lagrangian (as done in refs. 1 and 2) changes its functional form and, hence, leads to different and, thus, incorrect equations of motion. In another paper (3) we shall give a new and detailed derivation of the acceleration-dependent post-post Newtonian Lagrangian for two charged bodies with the requirement that e,/m, = e2/m2 in order to postpone dipole radiation from the c -~ to the c -~ order.
It can easily be seen that if one uses the lowestorder equations of motion in a Lagrangian 2 with acceleration terms of order c -~ to obtain the Lagrangian 9'k without acceleration terms, then and Z is of order c -~. Also Z = 0 upon use of the lowest-order equations of motion. However, upon use of the lowest-order equations of motion aZ/ari # 0 and az/aai # 0 (though aZ/aui = 0 since the lowest-order equations of motion do not contain vi). The equations of motion for the Lagrangian 9:': Z2 = 0 upon use of the lowest-order equations of Next, let us consider the Lagrangian 9 defined as motion. The equations of motion for the Lagrangian [3] ~= 9 + z 1 z 2 9 are which are clearly the same (to order c -~) as those for the Lagrangian 9 . We conclude that adding a doublezero term to a Lagrangian does not change the equations of motion (to the order under consideration).
In Sect. I1 we give the acceleration-dependent two-body Lagrangian (3) and in Sects. I11 and IV we eliminate the acceleration-dependent terms by adding double-zero and total time derivative terms. In Sect. V we give the Hamiltonian and in Sects. VI and VII we give, respectively, the Hamiltonian and Lagrangian in center-of-mass coordinates. In Sect. VIIl we give the Ostrogradsky Hamiltonian and in Sect. IX we present our conclusions.
11. Acceleration-dependent Lagrangian The acceleration-dependent two-body (with el/tnl = e2/m2) Lagrangian to order c -~ in electromagnetic theory can be expressed as (1) (2) (3) [5] Zt' = 9,,' + 9(4)'t where 4 2 [
is the Darwin Lagrangian, and where L7i 9(4)t' = 9(4)b" + 9(4)a" + 9(4)00" and e1e2 2 2 [8] 9,,,,
We have defined1 r -r l -r, and [9] is correct with this definition of r. We have also used the convention of adding a prime to the Lagrangian every time a total time derivative was added.
The lowest-order equations of motion obtained from 9" of [5] are 'Note that ref. 2 uses R = R2 -R1. Reference 1 is ambiguous since according to their equations of motion they must be using R = R, -R, while according to their [l] they should be using R = R, -R,. The sign of the u6 terms in [l] and [2] of ref. 1 is in error along with a few other assorted misprints.
Removal of Quadratic Acceleration Terms
We now wish to add double-zero terms and total time derivative terms to 8 ( 4 ) , , " in order to remove the quadratic acceleration terms. Let us put which upon evaluation gives us e 3e23
Let us also put
IV. Removal of Linear Acceleration Terms
In order to remove the linear acceleration terms we shall first change to coordinates rcM and r by the transformation
which has the inverse form of
We are also using
for the total mass and reduced mass, respectively. After some lengthy manipulations Y(,,," (see [ 9 ] ) can be put into the form
The lowest-order equations of motion can now be written as
We also have (correct to lowest order) the constants of the motion: We now add double-zero terms and total time derivative terms to S f ( , , , " in order to remove the linear acceleration terms. Let us put The Lagrangian 9"" should be regarded as a function of r.,, r.,, v,, v2 (or rCM, I., vcM, v) and in taking partial derivatives with respect to these variables the quantities v,, E,, I,, lo2, a, must be regarded as constants.
V. The Hamiltonian
Let us consider the two-body Lagrangian (to order c -~) 2 2 [33] 9 = -C 1nic2 + 1 +llliui2 -V(,)(I') + 9(2)(1', V1, v2) + 9(4)(1., U1, u2)
where the subscript (n) means the term is of order c-". The canonical monientu~n is 
-( P C M ' ) . ) ( P '~) /~2 ] -1 ) 1~1~~[~~/ r~ -3 (~' r )~/ r~]
21n the 9(4)1'" term we also use U C M = P c , / M and u = PIN.
The Hamiltonian of [39]
should be regarded as a function of r , , r2, P I , P2 (or r,,, r., PC,, P ) and in taking partial derivatives with respect to these variables the quantities vO, E,, lo, lo2, a0 must be regarded as constants. We also have which has the inverse form of
VI. Hamiltonian in Center-of-mass Coordinates
We shall now set PC, = 0 in [39]. We also must set uo = 0 and let P I -t P and P, -, -P. The Hamiltonian in center-of-mass coordinates is thus 
VII. Lagrangian in Center-of-mass Coordinates
Let us consider the Hamiltonian (to order c -~)
The velocity is
where
~4 9 1 v,2,=a;/e,2,ia~, o , , , = a 1 e ( , ) / a~ and the Lagrangian is [50] 9 = P . v -Z '
It can easily be shown that
and [51] is exact if [47] is considered to be exact. As we are working to order c-4 we can write 9 as and i6O1 and lnay be set equal to zero (to all orders) The cannot be inverted. If an Ostrogradsky Hanliltonian is center-of-lnass Ostrogradsky Halniltonian is, thus, to exist one nlust be able to obtain a: as a function of @, and @,. We, thus, conclude that there is no [74] Ifos = Ifos(r., n ; v, , , v, a,,, @) Ostrogradsky Hamiltonian corresponding to the Lagrangian 9 ' " . There is, however, nothing wrong where nC,, has been set equal to zero. However, with the conserved energy and momentum of [56] since all C M variables have not been eliminated, and [57], respectively, corresponding to 9 ' " .
[74] is only slightly simpler than [73] . On the other hand, the double-zero method allows one to obtain IX. Conclusion Using the method of the double zero we have removed both the quadratic and the linear acceleration terms from our starting Lagrangian 9" of [5] to obtain our final Lagrangian 9"" of [31] . Lagrange's equations for 9" can be written as which means that in general the initial values of r.,, vi, a,, ai (i = 1, 2) must be specified. However, to obtain the physically acceptable solutions what is done is to use [70] in itself to eliminate the higherorder acceleration terms and their time derivatives. We then get a center-of-mass Hamiltonian (and Lagrangian) where all CM variables have been eliminated.
